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1 Introduction

The objective of the manual is to provide details of the system setup, software, hardware
and network configurations for the research project, A Deep Learning Model for Irish
English and Hindi Language Identification

2 Hardware Components

The implementation of the project was performed using a virtual machine created using
google cloud platform(GCP). The configuration of the machine are as follows:

Machine Platform Virtual machine on Google Cloud Platform(GCP)
Machine Type N1-standard-2( 2 vCPU, 7.5 GB Memory)
GPU 1 X NVIDIA Tesla T4
Operating System Debian 10

Figure 1: Virtual Machine Instance

Figure 2: GPU Confirguration of the Virtual Machine
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Figure 3: Operating Image Details of the Virtual Machine

Figure 4: Network Configurations of the Virtual Machine

3 Software Components

Following software components were used for the development of the project:

Programming tool Jupyter Notebook
Programming language Python 3, VBScript
Office Applications Microsoft Excel 365
Report Compilation Overleaf
Browser Google Chrome Version 96.0.4664.93

4 Python library package

Following libraries must be installed before running the code for the project implement-
ation:

PyDub !pip install pydub
ffmpeg !pip install ffmpeg
Librosa !pip install librosa
Numpy !pip install numpy
Mathplotlib !pip install matplotlib
Pandas !pip install pandas
Keras !pip install keras
Tenserflow !pip install tensorflow ==1.15
Tenserflow GPU !pip install tensorflow-gpu==1.15
Seaborn !pip install seaborn
EfficientNet Model !pip install -U efficientnet
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5 Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Setup

5.1 Create a virtual machine instance

GCP is a cloud platform and to create a virtual machine on the cloud following steps
must be followed:

1. Sign-up and create a login account with Google Cloud Platform.

2. On sign-up new users are provided with $300 for free services.

3. Create a new instance in the compute engine console and select a region for and zone
for machine. The machine used in the experiment was created in us-central1(Iowa)
region under us-central1-c zone.

4. Select GPU type as NVIDIA Tesla T4 and number of GPU’s as 1.

Figure 5: Configure Machine Image

5. Click on the change button in the boot disk section and increase the size of the
selected disk to 50 GB.

Figure 6: Configure Storage
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Figure 7: Configure Network Traffic

6. Check the Allow HTTP and HTTPS check-boxes under the firewall section

7. Click on create instance button and the instance will be created with 2 to 3 minutes.

5.2 Open Jupyter notebook on GCP Debian Image

1. Created instance is displayed in the VM instances section of the Compute Engine
tab

2. Start the instance and a notification is generated on the bottom of the page for
confirmation.
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3. Once the machine is started, click on the SSH button on the main instance menu
and wait for the connection to be established.

4. A black window pops up, type the following command to start the Jupyter note-
book. jupyter notebook –ip=0.0.0.0 –port=8888 –no-browser

5. Use the external IP address of the instance followed by a colon sign along with the
port number to open up the Jupyter notebook on the default browser. An example
of the address used in the experiment is 34.134.196.80:8888/

5.3 Execution

1. Once the Notebook is open, upload the zip folder into the python notebook using
the upload button on the top- right corner..
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2. Create a new python notebook and use the below code to unzip the file.

3. The next step is to convert the provided audio files from .mp3 dataset into .wav
dataset. However, the converted datasets are already provided in the unzipped
folder. Refer to the ”Convert mp3 to wav.ipynb” python file for execution and
reference.

4. The .wav files are renamed using a Vbscript file attached in the folder. The files
are renamed for easier tracking and processing.

5. The renamed files name are combined in an excel file and the three different lan-
guages are given a label for multi-label classification. The labels are 0 for English,
1 for Hindi and 2 for Irish. Refer to the file ”train.csv” for reference.

6. The converted .wav audio files are then converted into mel-spectrograms. Librosa
is used to import the audio files and based on research using literature survey, mel
banks are defined and mel spectrograms are created for feature extraction. Refer
to ”Create Spectrograms.ipynb” python file for reference.

7. The mel-spectrograms are stored in a folder ”Spec Data Train” and upload using
ImageDataGenerator function from the Keras library. The function is also used for
preprocessing using augmentation techniques.

(a) Experiment 1: CNN model is initialized and and training is done on training
and validation dataset using train generators.fit generator function is used to
predict the languages for the test samples and are evaluated using classifica-
tion report, confusion matrix, Accuracy and loss plots from the sklearn and
Matplotlib libraries. Refer to ”SLID CustomSeq-CNN.ipynb” file for reference

(b) Experiment 2: Resnet50 model is initialized using keras library and training
and testing is performed on the dataset. Refer to ”SLID Resnet.ipynb” file for
reference

(c) Experiment 3: InveptionV3 model is initialized using keras library and training
and testing is performed on the dataset. Refer to ”SLID InceptionV3.ipynb”
file for reference

(d) Experiment 4: EfficientNet model is initialized using keras library and training
and testing is performed on the dataset. Refer to ”SLID EfficientNet.ipynb”
file for reference
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6 Project Development

Different crucial sections of the code implementation have been highlighted below.

6.1 Import Libraries

6.2 Load Audio and Visual Sound
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6.3 Define Mel Banks

6.4 Extract Spectrograms
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6.5 Data Precrocessing

6.6 Import Spectrograms to Jupyter Notebook and Prepro-
cessing
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6.7 CNN Model

6.8 Model Training
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6.9 Testing Spectrograms and Probability of Each Language

6.10 Evaluations
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Figure 8: Confusion Matrix for CNN Model

Figure 9: Accuracy and Loss Plot for CNN Model

6.11 Resnet Model Training
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6.12 Inception Model Training

6.13 EfficientNet Model Training
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